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Dear Prof.,

Please find a revised version the manuscript of original research titled “Metabolic Rate, Forces and Performance on a Kayak Ergometer” attached I hope you now will suitable publication in the BMC Sports Science, Medicine and Rehabilitation.

The manuscript has been adjusted according to the reviewer comments and you’ll find a point to point comments on the changes made. All changes in the manuscript are marked by yellow color. Also the technical comments has been corrected, please see below.

Technical Comments:

1. Title page: email address have been added

2. Ethics: full name of the committee should be provided. The full name of the local ethical committee is provided
3. Missing Declaration sections: Funding, Availability of data and materials. This is corrected

4. Acknowledgements: remove funding. This is corrected

5. Rename heading Introduction to Background and Material and methods to Methods. This is corrected

Yours sincerely,

Åsa Tornberg, Associate Professor (Corresponding Author)
Department of Health Sciences
Lund University
Lund, Sweden
e-mail: asa.tornberg@med.lu.se
Phone: +4646-222 9766
Fax: +4646-222 4202